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REFLECTIONS ON THE IMPLEMENTATION OF 

THE LAND USE SCHEMES: POST SPLUMA

by NEWCASTLE MUNICIPALITY

Spluma Forum



 Background information: Application of the act and its objectives

 LOCUS STANDI : Status of the Newcastle land use planning scheme

 LESSONS LEARNT: Reflecting on the planning Scheme 
implementation

a) Red tape reduction;

b) Passive parallel planning systems and access to land

c) Enforcing the Scheme vs the basic rights
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SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF THE TOWNBACKGROUND INFORMATION

Integrating the Eastern and 

Western Regions



 Historically the Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) amongst
other developmental principles was concerned about delivery of low income
housing development to the previously under privileged groups in large
volumes as a fundamental principle of ‘Ubuntu’ to secure tenure;

 Development Facilitation Act (Act 67 of 1995) as a piece of legislation
enhanced delivering on such volumes through the parallel Tribunals until
entirely repealed in 2013 by Spatial Planning and Land Use Management, Act
16 of 2013;

 Policy direction has evolved from supplying large volumes of settlement
planning to sustainable human settlement, i.e the Breaking New Ground,
National Spatial Development Plans, etc;

 Spluma is implemented in the context where the scarcity of land is being
emphasized through public discourse, the same kind of emphasis which was
placed by Development Facilitation Act,
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC MACRO POLICY DIRECTIONBACKGROUND INFORMATION



 Sec 2 (2) reads: ‘Except as provided for in this Act, no legislation not repealed
by this Act may prescribe an alternative or parallel mechanism, measure
institution or system on spatial planning, land use, land use management and
land development in a manner inconsistent with the provisions of this Act’;

 The main objective is to redress the imbalances of the past and to ensure
equitable application of spatial planning and land use management in the
Municipal space;

 Its implementation has to ensure Spatial Justice by also including previously
excluded people from the organized planning system with more emphasis to
people living in squalor conditions and riddled with high poverty margins;
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APPLICATION OF LAWBACKGROUND INFORMATION



IM/BALANCES OF THE PLANNING SCHEME
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Urban land use 
scheme

Rural land use 
scheme

Gazetted Spatial Development 
Framework/ Binding Land Use 
Planning Scheme

LEGAL STATUS
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 A single Newcastle Land Use Planning Scheme was adopted in April 2016 

following;

 Initiated in terms of the PDA and completed and adopted in terms of Spluma;

 Since its inception it has not been amended as part of the IDP/ SDF Process;

 Weaknesses and conflicting information has become evident, particularly on the 

‘Urban Clauses’

 The review process is imminent to resolve all conflicts between the new and the 

old scheme;

 Extension of the Scheme on ‘agricultural land’ was negligible, such is undertaken 

based on the need and the extent it has on the Urban Development boundary;

SINGLE LAND USE PLANNING SCHEMELEGAL STATUS cont…
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POTENTIAL CONFLICTING AREAS : DENSITY CONTROLSLESSONS LEARNT
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POTENTIAL CONFLICTING AREAS: INDUSTRIAL ESTATESLESSONS LEARNT
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 Legal status of the Settlement Plans;

 Use of indigenous systematic approach

 Enforcement of the Land Use Planning Scheme vs the binding nature of

the Scheme on land owners and organs of the State;

 Sec 26(6) Obligation to resolve conflict on the Scheme;

 Contestation between Scheme Enforcement and basic rights to services

i.e clean drinking water or electricity

POTENTIAL CONFLICTING AREAS: 

AUTONOMY OVER TRADITIONAL AREA AND BASIC RIGHTS
LESSONS LEARNT


